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Getting StartED with Google AppsFriends of Ed, 2010

	How would you like to share your calendar, access your e-mail, or create and share documents, all online from your smartphone/mobile device, netbook, or desktop? If you answered yes, then you should know that the best of all these online applications and services are being offered for free, from one of the Internet’s biggest names,...
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Node: Up and Running: Scalable Server-Side Code with JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	In 2008 I was searching for a new programming platform for making websites. This was more than wanting a new language; indeed, the details of the language mattered very little to me. Rather, I was concerned about the ability to program advanced push features into the website like I had seen in Gmail—the ability for the server to push...
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The Essential Guide to HTML5 and CSS3 Web Design (Essential Guides)Friends of Ed, 2012

	The Essential Guide to HTML5 and CSS3 Web Design has been fully revised from its critically acclaimed first edition, and updated to include all of the new features and best practices of HTML5 and CSS3. This book reveals all you'll need to design great web sites that are standards-compliant, usable, and...
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Beginning Android 3Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV.
	Soon, Android will be in cars and all sort of other places as well.
	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no
	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android will probably be associated mostly
	with smartphones for...
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Using the HTML5 Filesystem APIO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Several client-side storage options are available to web applications, but one area that's been lacking until now is file I/O—the ability to organize binary data into a true hierarchy of folders. That has changed with the advent of HTML5. With this book, you'll learn how to provide your applications with a file system...
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Creating Google Chrome ExtensionsApress, 2016

	
		Transform your existing web applications into Google Chrome browser extensions and create brand new extensions that improve your own browsing experience and that of your users. This book shows you how Google Chrome browser extensions are extremely useful tools for enhancing the functionality of the Google Chrome web browser. For...
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HTML5 Data and Services CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over one hundred website building recipes utilizing all the modern HTML5 features and techniques!


	Overview

	
		Learn to effectively display lists and tables, draw charts, animate elements and use modern techniques such as templates and data-binding frameworks through simple and short examples.
	...
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Node Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the world of developing web software using Node (also known as Node.js). Node is a newly-developed software platform that liberates JavaScript from the web browser, enabling it to be used as a general software development platform in server-side applications. It runs atop the ultra-fast JavaScript engine from the Chrome browser,...
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Killer Game Programming in JavaO'Reilly, 2005
Although the number of commercial Java games is still small  compared to those written in C or C++, the market is expanding rapidly. Recent  updates to Java make it faster and easier to create powerful gaming  applications-particularly Java 3D-is fueling an explosive growth in Java games.  Java games like Puzzle Pirates, Chrome,...
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D3.js By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn to use the facilities provided by D3.js to create data-driven visualizations
	
		Explore the concepts of D3.js through examples that enable you to quickly create visualizations including charts, network diagrams, and maps
	
		Get practical examples of visualizations using...
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Introducing HTML5 (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the second edition of the Remy & Bruce show. Since the first edition of this book came out in July 2010, much has changed: support for HTML5 is much more widespread; Internet Explorer 9 finally came out; Google Chrome announced it would drop support for H.264 video; Opera experimented with video streaming...
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HTML5 Game Development with ImpactJSPackt Publishing, 2013

	With basic knowledge of JavaScript, CSS, and HTML you could soon be designing and selling your own 2D games. This book takes you through the whole process using the ImpactJS engine. A fun, involving guide.


	Overview

	
		A practical hands-on approach to teach you how to build your own game from scratch.

...
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